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AN ATTENTION BASED DEEP NEURAL NETWORK FOR VISUAL QUESTION
ANSWERING SYSTEM

LABHESH POPLI
ABSTRACT
With advances of internet computing and a great success of social media websites,

internet is exploded with a huge number of digital images. Nowadays searching appropriate
images directly through search engines and the web is trending. However, automatically

finding images relevant to a textual query content remains a very challenging task. Visual
Question Answering (VQA) system has emerged as a significant multidisciplinary research
problem. The research combines methodologies from the different areas like natural
language processing, image recognition and knowledge representation.

The main challenges for developing such a VQA system is to deal with the scalability

of the solution and handling features of the objects in vision and questions in a natural
language simultaneously. Prior works have been done to develop models for VQA by

extracting and combining image features using Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and
textual features using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). This thesis explores
methodologies to build a Visual Question Answering (VQA) system that can automatically
identify and answer a question about the image presented to it. The VQA system uses

methods of deep Residual Network (ResNet), an advanced Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) model for image identification, and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks,

which is advanced form of Recurring Neural Network (RNN) for Natural Language
Processing (NLP) to analyze a user-provided question. Finally, the features from both an
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image and a user question are combined to indicate an attention area to focus on to identify
objects in the area of the image in deep residual network, to produce an answer in text.
When evaluated on the well-known challenging COCO data set and VQA 1.0 dataset,

this system has produced an accuracy of 59%, with a 12% increase when compared with a

baseline model without the attention-based technique and the results also show comparable
performance to other existing state-of-the-art attention-based approaches in the literature.

The quality and the accuracy of the method used in this research are compared and
analyzed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background
With advances of internet computing and a great success of social media websites,

internet is exploded with a huge number of digital images. Nowadays searching appropriate
images directly through search engines and the web is trending. The most common search
engines today such as Google, Yahoo or Bing offer image search in a natural language
query. However, the challenging task of automating the image retrieval relevant to a textual

query content remains prevalent. Google image search engine which is used by numerous
people around the world is reported to have a precision of only 39% [38].
Visual Question Answering (VQA) [2, 3, 4, 5, 8] has emerged as a significant

multidisciplinary research problem and employs methods from areas such as image
recognition, natural language processing and knowledge representation in both academia
and industry. The machine needs to interpret both images and the questions to correctly

answer any given questions about an image. Recently, visual attention-based models [41,

42, 43, 44] have shown great prospect for VQA, where the attention mechanism highlights
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the image regions relevant to answers of the question by producing a spatial map manually

[39].

As deep learning advances, VQA employs methods from image recognition, natural
language processing and knowledge representation to obtain a better solution [30].
However, integrating the domain knowledges from multiple areas like object identification,

object classification and text processing is a challenging AI task. For example, for a given
image and a question “how many apples are in the basket?” the challenge is to recognize
the “basket” in the image along with detecting and classifying the object “apples”. When
such an integrated model is presented with an input image and a textual question, the model

generates back a textual answer in the form of natural language [20].
Most of literature of attention models for visual question answering systems talk about

the problem of identifying and focusing attention on the image. In this study, the problem

and the importance of identifying “which words to listen to” or the attention on the question
text is stressed upon. Consider the questions “how many horses are in this image?” and

“how many horses can you see in this image?". The same meaning from these two

sentences are being captured from the first three words itself. Motivated by this
observation, this thesis studies approaches to address the problem of question attention as
well as reasoning about visual attention.
One major approach in research in deep learning for QA system per given input image

is the use of attention based on the semantic representation of a question as query. The
attention-based method searches for the regions in an image that are closely related to the

answer instead of searching the whole image. When an image is searched focusing only on
the relevant regions of the image with respect the questions to generate answers
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progressively, the results of the attention-based approaches are proven to outperform any

previous state-of-the-art approaches without attention [4].
This thesis follows a similar approach to develop an attention-based image question

answering system with an unsupervised attention generated by a user-provided textual

question related to the image. The system extracts feature from images using a deep
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), combines the features from the question analyzer

in Natural Language Processing (NLP) using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

networks, which are a special kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) explicitly designed
to remember information for long periods of time. This eventually generates an attention
model to produce answers based on the inputs with improved accuracy. The following

sections explains a deep learning architecture with neural networks in detail, how they are
trained and how a deep convolutional neural network is so remarkably good at

understanding images.

1.2. Motivation
Visual question answering (VQA) and image captioning present the researchers with
high complexity compared to traditional machine learning tasks, such as classification or

segmentation since the task of generating an answer for a textual question related to the
image is not straightforward, it introduces a number of new challenges [34].
One of the challenging tasks begins with generating data sets to train and test. These

efforts include crowdsourcing generated curated datasets. A significant motivation for
crafting good benchmark dataset is that the interpretation and evaluation of the generated
answer becomes difficult as problem and the scope of the task grows. Establishing and

evaluating methodology that assigns scores also becomes more complex. As people have
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a greater access to social media, the human answers in different scenarios are becoming
more inconsistent [35].
Malinowski and Fritz [36] identified three different set of challenges to deal with in

VQA tasks. The first deals with scalability of the solution, dealing with inherent concept
ambiguity, and handling attributes of the objects in vision and language. The second is how
to use the commonsense knowledge in question answering. To define and craft a
benchmark dataset and quantifying the performance of different methods are the third
challenge [34].
There are many applications for VQA systems which can inspire the researchers to

establish more advance systems to make the results better. Some of the examples are the
disability aid systems along with being tremendously useful for blind and visually impaired

users. VQA systems can also provide an image retrieval system, which could help the local
authorities to solve cases from image retrieved from CCTV cameras to identify the

criminals. It can also have an impact on e-commerce trends etc.

1.3. Problem Statement
This thesis explores methodologies to build a framework (henceforth called “The
Framework”) for a Visual Question Answering (VQA) system that can automatically

identify answers for a question in a natural language about an image presented to it. The
study explores the research in building a Visual Question Answering system using deep

learning algorithms based on CNN for image recognition, and LSTM networks for NLP
for question analysis for generating attention. The research categorizes the visual question

answering technique as a classification problem [15]. For a given image and a textual

question in the form of natural language, the system estimates the most likely answer from
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a fixed set of answers based on the content of the image [15]. The model uses a deep
residual network (ResNet), an advanced CNN model to compute the image features, and

LSTM, a special type of RNN to compute question embeddings combined with an attention
mechanism to focus on most relevant parts of the image, and the probabilities over an

answer set is generated using a classifier.

1.4. Overview of the Framework
In a nutshell, The Framework is a Visual Question Answering (VQA) system for image
identification using the techniques and algorithms of deep learning with CNN and the
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques which process the user provided question

to combine the features learned from the user given image and question to predict an
answer. The VQA system consists of three major segments- Feature extraction, feature

fusion and Classifier, which will be explained in detail in the further sections. The overall
flow of information and connection of various models used in The Framework with

attention-based method is shown in figure 1 below [21].

Figure 1. Information flow and models connectivity of The Framework
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The Framework is divided into two components whose individual outputs are combined
using attention-based technique to predict an answer. The first component is a question

analyzer with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) that extracts features of user given

question sentence using Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods. The second
component is for image processing, object identification and action recognition using a
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) model.

For sentence analysis using Natural Language Processing techniques, an analysis
pipeline is generated using a sequence of annotators. The input to the annotator is the raw
text itself.

The resulting annotation information containing all the information is then output in

XML or plain text format. Part-of-Speech (POS) Labels are used in The Framework, which

has tokens with their POS tag, using a maximum entropy POS tagger (Toutanova et al.,

2003). Figure 2 below shows the CNN architecture and the various layers involved in
image feature extraction and image classification. Figure 3 represents the LSTM network
with attention model for question text processing.

convolution + pooling layers

fully connected layers

Figure 2. CNN architecture
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Nx binary classification

Figure 3. LSTM with attention architecture

The QA system was built, trained and validated with an attention mechanism. The

comprehensive evaluations were performed on an image question answering benchmark.
The results demonstrate that the multi-layered attention mechanism outperforms previous
approaches in the literature with significant margins and shows the results at par with

existing attention-based models in the literature. A detailed analysis with visualizations
was done to show that the outputs of various attention layers of the model indicate the
progressive focus of the attention model on the relevant visual parts, omitting the irrelevant
part of the image to lead to the answer.

The questions are based on facts (e.g. what is the average life expectancy in Ohio?) or
complex narrative questions (e.g. what do analysts think about Bill Gates new foundation

dealing with clean water crisis in Asia?). Visual question answering problems are unique

and very different from the previous object detection systems in the sense that solutions of

VQA systems are varied and unpredictable. Besides predicting an answer for an object in
the image [32] ("What is there in the image?"), they also recognize the exact object to
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produce an answer ("Is the detected object a cat?") [32]. Then, VQA systems also classify
the objects based on its attributes ("What is the color of the cat?"), scenario ("Is it day or

night?") or produce a count the number of times the object has occurred in an image ("How

many cats are there in the image?") [32]. Another challenging task is the proposed natural
language questions that are only known to the system during run-time.

The final challenge was to combine the result of natural language processing with the

image data focusing on most relevant areas of the given image (attention) to produce a set

of possible answers with a cutoff accuracy. The approach used in The Framework
addresses the problem to employ deep residual network (ResNet) and LSTM. The

experiments were done using the well-known COCO data set [14]. The results showed that
the approach used with ResNet and attention-based LSTM networks improved up to 5% in

accuracy when compared to the existing literature using other well-known modelsAlexNet [6] and VGG16 [37]. The Framework, despite a simple architecture, achieves an

accuracy of 59% on VQA 1.0 [53] and COCO datasets.

The rest of the thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 discusses the

literature review and related work done to build a VQA system using other deep learning
based models. Chapter 3 explains the CNN architecture and the main steps involved in
detail. Chapter 4 gives an overview of the RNNs and explains the LSTM network with

attention based RNN in detail. Chapter 5 discusses the technical approach and the
methodology used in The Framework, including the image and question models,

explanation of ResNet architecture and feature extraction. Chapter 6 shows the

experimental results and evaluation done on The Framework. Finally, chapter 7 concludes
the thesis also mentioning about the future scope of work.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Literature Review
Visual Question Answering (VQA) system and image captioning systems are closely

linked as both need a reasoning about the visual contents and output either a word or a full
sentence. Some of the work has been accomplished using attention-based configurable

convolutional neural network (ABC-CNN) to locate the question-guided attention based

on input queries [3]. The technique used here is based on question guided attention maps
(QAM) where QAM is achieved by convolving the image feature maps and the convolution

kernels obtained by different dense question embeddings.
Some of the other similar work done uses the power of backpropagation techniques to

train the model deterministically by maximizing a variational lower bound [28]. This is

achieved by using a stacked attention networks (SAN) as in [4]. This is closely related to
The Framework in the sense that it uses SANs to represent a question semantically and
search for only specific regions of the image related to the question. This is achieved in
multiple steps of reasoning. Thus, a multiple-layer SAN infers the answer progressively in

this case. When the answer only relates to a smaller region of the whole image, it is valid

to say that using the one global image feature vector introduces noise from the irrelevant
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regions with respect to the answer, hence producing suboptimal results [4]. Instead, using
SANs the image feature and question vector are first fed through a single layer neural

network and then an attention distribution is generated over the specific regions of the
image using a Softmax function [4].
There are several other recent papers to address VQA [2, 3, 4, 5, 8]; most of them are

based on deep learning except [2]. Seo et al. [2] also mentions about a methodology
proposing a Bayesian framework, which exploits current advances in natural language
processing and image processing even though this method depends on a pre-defined set of
predicates. This eventually creates difficulties in representing complex models which are
required to understand input images.

Deep learning-based approaches demonstrate competitive performances in VQA [4, 6,

8]. Most common VQA approaches use CNN for image feature extraction and use various
different techniques to handle question sentences. Some algorithms [52] employ

embedding of joint features based on an image and a question. A currently used approach
uses pre-trained neural networks such as ResNet [21] and VGG [37], pre-trained on the

ImageNet corpus to extract the visual information of the input image. This image feature
extraction method, has proven to achieve state of the art results in many systems, including

VQA.
Stack based coarse-to-fine multistage prediction approach [29] propose a prediction

framework for image captioning where multiple decoders operate on the output of the

previous stage, resulting in improved image descriptions. They optimize the attention
based model with a reinforcement learning approach which normalizes the words by using
the output of the interference algorithm of intermediate decoder along with its preceeding
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decoder. It is claimed that this model solves the exposure bias and loss-evaluation

mismatch problem [29].

Since the creation of AlexNet architecture in 2012 [6], there have been progressive
researches in the field of CNNs for image recognition and the percentage accuracy for

object identification has significantly increased. Over these years, there have been various
other CNN based models such as VGG, GoogleNet and their enhanced versions due to

which the task of image recognition has become even more innovative. In 2015, ResNet
model won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) challenge

on ImageNet classification, detection and localization and COCO detection and

segmentation with only 3.6% top 5 error, which is considered the best so far.
The Framework has taken into consideration all the previous researches done in the
same field and based the experiments and results to reproduce and improve the accuracy

of results that have been achieved.
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CHAPTER III

INTRODUCTION TO CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORKS
Overview

It was Fukushima who first proposed the idea of Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
in 1988. Since then, many researches and improvement have been going on to improve the
image recognition, face recognition and object identification tasks in the field of CNNs.
CNNs offer many advantages over its previous architectures of Deep Neural Network such
as providing human like visual processing system which is effective for processing 2D and

3D images, its learning and abstractions. CNN demonstrates to be better as it exploits the
way that the input images sensibly constrain the architecture [5]. The layers of a CNN have

neurons organized in 3 dimensions: width, height, depth in contrast to a customary Neural
Network. Depth here alludes to the third dimension of an activation volume. For instance,
the images in CIFAR-10 are a volume of activations of the dimensions 32x32x3 (width,

height, depth respectively). The neurons in a layer are associated with a smaller layer before
it, rather than the all the neurons connected in a fully connected way. The last output layer

for CIFAR-10 have dimensions 1x1x10, as the complete image is reduced into a single

vector class score by the end of the CNN based model [5]. This layer is arranged along the

depth dimensions. Figure 4 below shows a visualization of the CNN architecture:
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a) 3-layer Neural Network

b) CNN arranges its neurons in 3-dimensions
(width, height, depth)

Figure 4: Convolution Neural Network Visualization [5]

The CNN in Figure 5 below shows four classes (cat, bird, dog and boat) of the input

image. From the below image, the network correctly assigns the highest probability of 0.94
for boat amongst the four classes, when a boat image is input to it [47]. The sum of all
probabilities in the output layer is always equal to one [47].

Figure 5: A simple ConvNet. [47]

CNNs consists of two main parts in terms of functionality: Feature Extraction and
Classification which are achieved by four main operations: Convolution, Pooling or Sub
Sampling, Non-Linearity- also known as ReLU and finally Fully Connected Layer. In

feature extraction, each layer of the network passes its output as the input to the next layer
and gets its input from the previous layer. The nodes of convolution and max pooling
combine and result in a grouped 2D plane called feature mapping. These operations of

convolution, pooling, normalization and fully connected layers are the basic building

blocks of any CNN, hence the thesis discusses them and how they work in the following

pages.
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3.1 Convolution Layer
The name ConvNets comes from the ‘convolution’ operator. The primary purpose of
the Convolution layer in ConvNets is to extract features from the input image. As shown

in figure 6 below [16], consider a 6x6 image represented as a matrix of pixel values ranging
from 0 to 255 and a 3x3 matrix called a ‘filter’ or ‘kernel’. The filter slides over the image

matrix and the computed dot product of the two results in an ‘Activation Map’ or ‘Feature
Map’. Convolution operation maintains the spatial relationship between pixels by when

made to learn the image features using smaller segments from the input data [47].

Furthermore, these filters are made to learn about the dot products of the entries of the
filter and the input width, height and depth of the images. So, the filters slide spatially over

the image and extends through the full depth of the image. These filters, when convolved

over the input dimensions of the width and height of the input image, produce an entire set
of filters in each layer to give a 2-dimensional activation map as a result of the response of
that filter at every spatial position. Together, these stacked activations maps along the depth

dimension produce the output volume.

Result of the element-wise
product and sum of the
filter matrix and the ordinal
image

Figure 6: Convolution layer [16]
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Mathematically, the Convolution is represented by the following notation. Given
functions u(t) and w(t), the Convolution is an integral of the product of u(t) and w(t)
functions after one is reversed and shifted. The resultant function s(t) can be written as
[45]:

s(t) = J u (a) w (t - a) da
Or s = (u * w)

or s (t) = (u * w)(t)

The Convolution is represented as the weighted average of the function u(t) at time

t where the weight is given by w(t) moved by amount t [45]. The weighting function

focusses on different parts of the input function with change in the value of t. The discreet

Convolution of u and w is represented as [45]:
+ 00

UaWt-a

St =
a=—co

ut and wt are assumed to be 0 if not defined. The convolution of two finite sequences u and
w is “^[d]efined by extending the sequences to finitely supported functions on the set of

integers. When the sequences are the coefficients of two polynomials, then the coefficients
of the ordinary product of the two polynomials are the convolution of the original two
sequences” [48].

3.2 Non-Linearity: (ReLU)
ReLU stands for Rectified Linear Unit. The rectified linear activation function has

become the most widely used activation function when it comes to adding non-linearity in
the network of real-world information as it’s easier to train and achieves better
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performance. It has proven to perform better than sigmoid or tanh activation functions.
Figure 7 shows the graph representing ReLU function [17].

Figure 7: ReLU function [17]
ReLU is an element (per pixel) wise operation that replaces all negative pixel values in
the feature map by zero and keep the positive pixel values as it is. It introduces non-linearity

in ConvNet. Since the real-world data in the ConvNet is mostly non-linear, so a function
like ReLU is introduced to account for non-linearity [48]. The ReLU operation is shown in
Figure 8 below. It shows that when ReLU operation applied to a feature map obtained from
the convolution layer, results in an output feature map, referred to as the ‘Rectified’ feature

map.

Figure 8: ReLU operation [45]
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3.3 Pooling or Sub-Sampling
Spatial pooling or Sub-sampling layer follows the convolution layer. It is mainly used
to down-sample the output of a convolution layer by reducing the number of parameters to

be learned by the network along both the spatial dimensions of height and width but
retaining the important information. This helps in overcoming the overfitting problem

resulting in an increased performance and accuracy [18]. There are various types of pooling

layers: max pooling, average pooling, sum pooling, etc. Figure 9 shows the max pooling
layer, with a stride of 2. In this case, a spatial neighborhood of 2*2 window in this case is

defined and the largest element from the rectified feature map or the average (in case of

average pooling) or sum of all elements in that window is considered within that window.

Practically, max pooling gives better results than its counterparts [45].

Figure 9: Max pooling [5]
When pooling is performed on the rectified feature map received after the ReLU

operation done on Figure 9 above, the resultant output representation is shown in figure
10.
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Figure 10: Pooling [45]

3.4 Fully-Connected Layer
The features extracted as a result of the convolutional and max pooling layers, act as an
input to the fully connected layer. As seen in figure 5, there are two sets of each
Convolution, ReLU & Pooling layers. The second convolution layer takes the output of the
first pooling layer as its input and performs convolution using six filters. This results in a
total of six feature maps. Then, ReLU is applied on each of these six feature maps

individually. The next step is to apply the max pooling operation on each of these

six rectified feature maps separately. When combined, these layers extract the useful
features from the input images, introduces non-linearity in the network and reduces the

feature dimension. The features are aimed to be equivariant to scale and translation [45].
The output from the second pooling layer now becomes an input for the current fully

connected layer. A fully-connected layer is a traditional multi-layer perceptron that
classifies an image into a label by taking input from the convolution/pooling layer,

depending on the training data. It uses a Softmax activation function in the output layer to
ensure the sum of output probabilities from the fully connected layer is 1 [45]. The term
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‘fully connected’ indicates that every neuron of the previous and the next layer are
connected to each other making it a ‘fully connected’ layer [45].

3.5 Softmax Function
When Softmax is applied in the last layer of fully connected layer, it takes a vector of

random real-valued scores and squeezes the values to be in-between zero and one that sum

to one to form an output vector [45].

The standard (unit) Softmax function is [49]:

<7 : >5

R*

and defined by the formula:

where K = input vector of real numbers and standard exponential function to each

element Zi of input vector Z is applied.
The values are normalized by dividing by the sum of all these exponentials to make sure
that the sum of the components in the output vector o(z) is one [49].

Softmax takes K as input and normalizes it into K probability distribution proportional
to the exponentials of the input numbers. If there are any vector components which are

negative or greater than one or might not sum to 1, applying Softmax to such a vector

results in each component to be in the interval (0,1) and the components add up to 1 [49].
Softmax is often used in neural networks (where larger input components correspond to

larger probabilities), to map the output of a network (which are not normalized) to a
probability distribution over predicted output classes [49].
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3.6 Cost Function
A cost function is used to quantify the effectiveness of a neural network with respect to
the input training data and the expected output, sometimes also depending on weights and

biases variables. A cost function is a single value that assesses how good the neural network

did.
The neural network model is trained using batch gradient descent. If there is a single
training example (x,y) [44], the Cost Function with respect to that example is defined as:
J(W,b-x,y) =

I

-y||2.

The equation shown above is a (one-half) squared-error cost function [44]. Given a
training set of m examples ({(x(1),y(1)),_,(x(m),y(m))}), the Overall Cost Function is defined

as:

Where, J(W,b) is the average sum-of-squares error term and weight decay term 1 is a

regularization term which helps prevent overfitting by decreasing the magnitude of the
weights. This cost function is often used for classification as well as regression problems

[44].
Finally, the core behind CNN is the Backpropagation Algorithm which is explained as:
“,..[G]iven a training example (x,y), run a ‘forward pass’ to compute all the activations

throughout the network, including the output value of the hypothesis hW,b(x). For each
node i in layer l, compute an ‘error term’ &1 which measures for any errors in the output

for every node. Measure the difference between the network’s activation and the true target
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value for an output node, which is used to define dlnVl (where layer ni is the output layer).

For hidden units, compute dll based on a weighted average of the error terms of the nodes
that uses ai(i) as an input” [44].

3.7 Batch Normalization
Batch normalization addresses the problems within the feature maps related to internal

covariance shift. The internal covariance shift can be described as a revision in the values
of hidden unit distribution, which slows the convergence, as the learning rate is pushed to

a smaller value [11]. Batch normalization for a transformed feature map Tki can be
represented as:

1

^b+£

Where, Ni = normalized feature map
Fik = input feature map
^b

and

^-b

represent mean and variance of a feature map respectively.

Batch normalization brings the feature map values to unit variance and zero mean, thus

fusing the distribution of feature map values [11]. Along with unifying the feature map
values, batch normalization also regularizes the flow of gradient and acts as a smoothening
factor, which helps generalize of the network in a better way [11].

3.8 Dropout
“,..[D]ropout introduces regularization within the network, which ultimately
improves generalization by randomly skipping some units or connections with a
certain probability. In NNs, multiple connections that learn a non-linear relation are
sometimes co-adapted, which causes overfitting. This random dropping of some
connections or units produces several thinned network architectures, and finally
one representative network is selected with small weights. This selected
architecture is then considered as an approximation of all of the proposed networks”
[11].
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To summarize this chapter, to enable a convolution neural network for feature extraction

and classification, the input data passes through four main operations of convolution, non
linearity (ReLU), pooling/sub sampling, fully connected layer to get the final classification.

The overall training process of the ConvNet is summarized as below [44]:
1. Initialize all filters and parameters/weights with random values.

2. Forward propagation step (convolution, ReLU and pooling operations along with

forward propagation in the fully connected layer) on an input image- find output

probability for each class.
3. Assuming the output probabilities for the boat image in figure 5 are [0.1, 0.6, 0.2, 0.1],

they are still random, since the weights are randomly assigned for the first training input
image.

4. Calculate sum of error at output layer (for all 4 classes) [44]

Total Error = £ ^ (target probability - output probability) 2
5. Backpropagate to find the gradients of error with respect to all network weights [44].
6. Use gradient descent to minimize output error. Update filter values/weights and

parameter values.

6.1 Weights adjustment is proportional to their contribution to total error.

6.2 The same image will have different output probabilities when inputted next time
taking it closer to the target vector. This implies that means that by adjusting the

weights and filters correctly, the network has learnt to classify eventually reducing the
output error.
7. Repeat steps 2-6 for all images in training set.
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The above steps will correctly classify images from the input training set by optimizing
all the weights and parameters of the convolution network. The next chapter describes
Recurrent Neural Networks, laying emphasis on long short-term memory units and their
internal working as they are used in question embedding tasks for The Framework.
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CHAPTER IV
INTRODUCTION TO RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
Overview

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is unique to neural networks in the sense that it is

designed to identify patterns in sequences of data (time-series, handwriting, numerical data
series etc.) generated from different sources like various sensors, stock markets,

handwritten books etc. RNNs take two sources as the input, the data from the present step,

and the most recent past (previous step), based on which a decision on the new data is made

[15]. The decision a recurrent neural network will reach at time t is affected by the decision
it has reached at time t-1 [15]. The outputs are fed back to the inputs continuously, making
it the vital differing point with the feed-forward neural network. Figure 11 shows a
complete sequence of an RNN.
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Figure 11: Recurrent Neural Network structure [15]
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) tie the weights at each time step where the hidden

state is updated in a deterministic nonlinear way. The main advantage of RNNs over
traditional neural network is that the RAM requirement only scales with number of words.
There are two sources of input to a recurrent neural network at every timestep, the current
and the most recent previous, which together combine to give the output/decision.

Figure 12: Recurrent Neural Network representation [19]

Mathematically, RNNs can be represented as [19] shown in figure 13 below.

Figure 13: Equation for Recurrent Neural Networks [19]
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Where, xt = input at t. x1 considered as one-hot vector regarded as the second word of the
sentence.

ht = hidden state (memory) at time t. ht is calculated by taking the current input value and
the previous hidden state.

yt = output at time t. The predicted next word of a sentence. This can be done considering

a vector of probabilities in the vocabulary.
O, Ox, Oy = same distinct weights at all time steps

4.1 Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT)
Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT), is the application of the Backpropagation
training algorithm to RNN data which is a sequence like data as explained above (like time

series). BPTT is recursive in nature with respect to the weights applied at each step and its
effect on the loss which distributes over time [50]. BPTT follows the process of initializing
the weight matrices randomly to begin with. Then, forward propagation is applied to
compute the predictions. Next, the loss is computed at each time-step using the chain rule,

and backpropagation is applied to compute the gradients. Finally, the weights are updated

based on gradients and these steps are repeated. Once the gradients are available for the
input weights, they are updated, and the same steps are repeated with the backpropagation
workflow [50]. BPTT works for an ordered sequence of k input-output pairs. The RNN is

unfolded in time to begin the BPTT. The unfolded network contains k inputs and outputs

where the shared parameters are present in every step of the network [51].

The backpropagation algorithm helps identify the gradient of the cost with respect to the
network parameters. Eventually, the weights are updated in each instance of the recurrent
layer and are summed together [51].
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4.2 The Problem of Long-Term Dependencies & Vanishing Gradient
RNNs connect the information from the past step to the present step by adding a
correction term at the output of each neuron which may be enough for predicting the next
word in each sentence or word sequence but may not be enough when more context is
needed. For example, in the following sentence, the previous step’s information may be

enough: “the car is in the garage” but might need more context for the following sentence:
“I have a car... it gives excellent mileage ”. In RNNs, during the back propagation through
time gradient phase, the gradient signal or the correction term gets multiplied multiple

times ending in a correction term greater than one. If the gradients are greater than one, the

problem of exploding gradients can occur due to which the learning diverges. A known
solution for exploding gradient would be to limit the gradients to a certain max value. On
the other hand, if the gradients are very small, also called as vanishing gradients, the

learning rate of the network becomes very slow or even stops. The solution to such a
problem of vanishing gradient is the use of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks
as described in the next section.

4.3 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Networks
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks solve the problem of vanishing gradient
as explained above in the RNNs. They are capable of learning long-term dependencies

[20]. Unlike the regular RNNs, where a node has an activation function, every node in
LSTM network can store not only its own state or its previous step’s information, but also
of states which occurred many time steps back this is achieved by using a memory cell
which uses logistic and linear units with multiplicative interactions.
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There are three main components of LSTM network: input gate, forget gate and output

gate. The cell can store the information whenever the input gate is on. When the forget gate
is off, the information from the cell is thrown away. Finally, the information can be
retrieved from the cell by turning on its output gate. Figure 14 below shows the LSTM

network cell (Hochreiter et al., 1997).

Figure 14: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter et al., 1997)

Here, Ct is the memory cell
ci = Tanh(W/c.[hi_i,xt] + bc)

Ci = ft * Ct-1 + it * Ct
Forget gate, ft is in [0,1], which resets the old memory cell value

ft = O'(W/.[ht-i, Xt] + by)
Input gate, it is in [0,1], which writes input to the memory cell
it = <7(Wi.[ht_i,xt] + b,)

Output gate, ot is in [0, 1], which reads output from memory cell
Of = <r(Wo.[ht-i,xt] + bo)

Output ht
ht = Of * Tanh(ct)
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There are three major steps in LSTM networks. First, the cell state remembers only the

appropriate information from of the previous cell state. The rest of the irrelevant
information can be forgotten. Second, the cell state is updated selectively depending on the

new input. Finally, a decision is made on the new hidden state from the portion of the cell
state that should be considered as output [15].

The information can flow along the memory cell unchanged or it can be removed or

written to the memory cell which is regulated by the input and output gates. The gates are

a way to decide whether to let information pass through or not. A sigmoid layer outputs
number between 0 and 1, deciding how much of each component should be let through

which is then multiplied to the input to get the output. Similar concept is applied to input
and forget gates as well. A Tanh will create a vector of new values tilde Ct to write to the

memory cell. Once the decision has been made on which values are to be reset and
overwritten, the LSTM applies the decisions on the memory cell, where the sigmoid layer

decided which value of the memory cell must go through output. Finally, the memory cell
is multiplied by the output gate and passed through Tanh.
LSTM have become very popular in the field of natural language processing ever since

they have been in place. Their additive interactions in the network improve the gradient
vanishing problem.

The next chapter presents the detail technical solution, approach and implementation
details of The Framework.
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CHAPTER V

TECHNICAL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
Overview

In 2015, when Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition [22] also called as
ResNet, won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) in image
classification, detection, and localization, as well as won the MS COCO 2015 detection,

and segmentation by a significant margin, it was intriguing to understand how this is going
to change the existing industry-wide algorithms and ways in which image recognition is
done. This chapter formalizes the task of Visual Question Answering system and discusses

the technical approach for the ResNet and LSTM with attention-based solution in detail.

5.1 Architecture
The Framework uses a 152-layer deep residual network (ResNet) to compute the image
features and LSTM to compute question embedding. Depending on the question
embedding, two attention layers are applied to output two most significant glimpses of the

image features. For answer prediction, a probabilistic classifier is used over an answer set.
The two focused glimpses of image features along with the final LSTM output are passed
as an input to a classifier to generate an answer.

Figure 15 below shows the complete architecture of The Framework.
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(a) Architecture of The Framework for VQA

Original Image

First Attention Layer

Second Attention Layer

(b) Visualization of multiple attention layers. The stacked attention network focuses on
referred features first including all different kinds of objects in the image. In the second
layer, it narrows down the focus and finds out the answer pizza.

Figure 15: Model architecture and visualization

In the design of The Framework, the task of visual question answering is assumed as a
conventional classification problem. For a given input image and text question, The
Framework predicts and answer from a set of answers A, depending on the image content.
A = argAmax P(Al/, Q)

The Framework has three main components which are discussed in detail below:

1. Image model: This is implemented to extract features of the image using 152-layer
ResNet, a CNN model
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2. Question model: This is implemented using a long short-term memory unit to encode

the semantics of the given question.
3. Stacked Attention: This focusses on the most relevant part of the image instead of

predicting an answer on the whole image.

5.1.1 Image Model

The image model computes a high-level representation ft of the given image I, a
pretrained convolutional neural network (CNN) model based on residual network

architecture [6] which is a pre-trained model. ft is image feature map extracted from the
raw image I.

ft = CNNResNet(I)
The feature map ft has 14 X 14 X 2048 dimensions. This the three-dimensional tensor
from the output from the last layer of ResNet, which is then applied to the final pooling

layer. By performing this, the spatial information of the images can be preserved. The

image model “...[furthermore perform I2 normalization on the depth (last) dimension of
image features which enhances learning dynamics” [21].

5.1.2 Question Model

The input question e is tokenized and word embeddings We are extracted from it. We =
{W1, W2, .

Wn} where N is the number of words in e. The embeddings We are then passed

to LSTM as input. The final state of LSTM is represented as s.

s = LSTM(We)
5.1.3 Stacked Attention

Stacked attention mechanism is one of the recent successful method to consistently
improve the overall accuracy of neural network models. It gives neural networks the
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flexibility to compute localized image features. When we weight the spatial dimensions of

the Convolution Neural Network’s image features according to the importance of the

assessed image features, we call it as ‘attention mechanism’. In other words, there can be
multiple objects in an image, like dog, cat, telephone, lamp etc. and predicting an answer
using a global image feature vector can lead to noise around the regions irrelevant to the

required object’s image resulting in sub-optimal result. Attention mechanism gradually

filters out the noises focusing only on the regions relevant to the image producing higher

level of accuracy.

In The Framework, the question embeddings are not fixed size when passed as unlike
the image embeddings which are of the size 14x14x2048. A single vector for each region

is formed by concatenating the word embedding vector with different image features. This

single vector representation consists of the localized region of the image along with the
entire question semantics. With the application of multiple Convolution and ReLu layers

on the concatenated vectors, the resultant section of the initial Convolution, ReLu layers
identify the significant areas of the image based on the question embeddings [15]. The next

convolution layer after the ReLU, results in a vector by focusing on the significant regions
identified in the previous section. This convolution layer then goes through a Softmax and

passes to the weighted average layer. The input to the weighted average layer is a
condensed vector representation of the concatenated vectors [15].

The image feature vector is sent as an input to the attention distribution to include varied

spatial feature regions to produce a concentrated representation of the input image that

concentrates on the most significant spatial areas as compared to others [15]. Finally, the
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question representation vector is fused with the focused image feature vector and passed
through a Softmax layer to get an output textual answer.

As described in [20], The Framework adds an ‘attention gate’ to the LSTM architecture.
Eventually, the new equations with attention and LSTM become

where at = attention parameters at time t. Rister et al. 2016 explains the equations in detail

and says that “The attention parameters define a linear transformation of the input image.
Furthermore, the Softmax function ensures that for all elements we have at > 0 and for the

whole vector we have |at|1 = 1. In other words, the attention weights are positive and sum

to one.” [20]

5.2 Feature Extraction
The feature extraction block is be divided in two separate steps for input question and

image respectively. The Framework applies the advance neural network architecture called
ResNet for image feature extraction which is explained below. For the question feature
extraction, The Framework uses question tokens by an embedding layer and then passing

it to LSTM module. LSTM gives us the representation of the final question feature.
5.2.1 Image Feature - ResNet

The Deep Residual Network (ResNet) architecture is getting extreme deep networks

because of the use of residual connections explained later. The main question ResNet tries
to solve is that what happens when deeper and deeper layers are stacked on a plain

convolutional neural network. The hypothesis of the ResNet is that it is mainly an
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optimization problem where deeper models are harder to optimize (He et al., 2015) and the

deeper do not guarantee a better performance.
ResNet architecture presents answers to three main problems which its predecessors

had. The first problem seen in previous implementations of CNN is when the input and

output are equal for a dataset and a multi-layered network needs to be trained on it. One
solution to this can be to keep weights equal to one and biases as zero for all hidden layers

[23]. But this kind of a network produces a complex mapping when trained through
backpropagation as the weights and biases have a varied range in their values [23].

The second problem ResNet answers is the vanishing gradient problem. Adding more

layers to existing neural network decreases the accuracy for the network, whereas it should
increase if the over-fitting is taken care of. As the depths of the layers increase, the
prediction becomes significantly small at the initial layers and it becomes hard to change

the weights at the end of the network as the required signal is negligibly small. Hence, the

initial layers are almost negligibly learned [9]. This is called vanishing gradient.
Third problem with training deeper network is getting higher training error when there
are huge number of parameters and adding more layers to handle it leads to the problem,

also called as degradation problem.
ResNet architecture uses shortcut connections to solve the vanishing gradient problem.

The basic building block of ResNet is a Residual block. It is repeated throughout the
network. Figure 16 below shows the “plain layers” and the residual block [21].
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Figure 16: Plain layers and residual block in ResNet [21]

5.2.1.1 Residual Network

The residual block solves the degradation problem using what is known as shortcut
connections, which connects the feed forward networks in stages. Instead of directly

experimenting to fit a desired mapping, it makes use of the network layers to fit the residual
mapping [24]. These shortcut connections give a reasonable solution to the degradation
problem without new complexity. ResNet stacks the blocks on top of each other (figure

17) and each has two 3x3 convolution layers. At a fixed specific interval, the number of
filters get doubled and down sampled spatially using a stride of 2. The network learns the

mapping from x ^ F(x)+G(x) unlike the straight-forward network where the mapping is
of the form x ^F(x) [22]. “_[W]hen the dimension of the input x and output F(x) is same,
the function G(x) = x is an identity function and the shortcut connection are called identity

connection. The identical mapping is learned by zeroing out the weights in the intermediate

layer during training, since it’s easier to zero out the weights than push them to one” [22].
When the stride length is 1 in the convolution layers in-between, there may be cases
when the dimensions of F(x) are different from x. In such cases, instead of identity

connection, projection connections are implemented. The identity function G(x) as

explained above, modifies the dimensions of input value x to be same as that of output F(x)
[22].
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Figure 17 and 18 [46] below show the overall architecture of ResNet [21] and it is
further explained why ResNet works despite an increased number of layers.

Figure 17: ResNet architecture [46]

The first layer in ResNet is conv1 consisting of convolution + batch normalization +
max pooling operation [46]. For the convolution operation, feature map size is 64 and the

kernel size is 7. There is a padding with zeros 3 times on each dimension. From figure 19,
we can infer that the output size will be a 112x122 volume for that operation. The resultant
output volume will be 112x112x64, as each of the 64-convolution filter contributes to one
channel in the output volume [46].

Figure 19: Conv1- Convolution [46]
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Figure 18: ResNet architecture [21]
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Next is the batch normalization, which is an operation done for each element without
modifying the size of the volume. Finally, there is a 3x3 Max Pooling operation with a

stride of 2. As the input volume is first padded, the final volume has the desired dimensions
[46].
There are several blocks in every layer of ResNet. As depth in ResNets is achieved

“^[b]y increasing the number of operations within a block, the number of total layers

remains the same. An ‘operation’ here refers to a convolution, batch normalization and

ReLU activation to an input, except the last operation of a block that does not have the

ReLU” [46]. This process is stretched to the entire layer as shown in Figure 20, therefore
we have the [3x3, 64] x 3 times the process within each layer [46].

Figure 20: Layer 1 [46]

5.3 Comparing ResNet with AlexNet and VGG Architectures
There have been several improvements in CNN with respect to structural reformation,

parameter optimization and regularization to make it scalable to large and complex

problems. CNN based applications of image identification became widespread after the
extraordinary results given by AlexNet on ImageNet dataset [11]. The researchers shifted

their focus from layer-wise visualization of features to extraction of features at low spatial

resolution [37]. One such successful architecture was VGG [37]. In 2015, the concept of
skip connections introduced by ResNet [21] for the training of deep CNNs became a
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success when it became possible to have CNN model with layers as deep as 152. The
researches were then more oriented towards improved layer architectural design rather than

parameter optimization and connections readjustment.
In AlexNet, there were seven layers for feature extraction stages with 650k units and 60
million parameters to make CNN pertinent for images of varied categories. AlexNet made
some adjustments to use large size filters (11x11 and 5x5) at the initial layers as compared

to prior work. Due to high efficiency in training the model of AlexNet, it had a major role
to play in the new era of CNNs and started a revolution in research and architectural

advancements of CNNs. AlexNet has input images of dimension 227x227x3 images. The
first layer (CONV1) has 96 (11x11) filters applied at stride 4 resulting in an output volume
size of 55. The total output volume of 55x55x96 gives 35k parameters, calculated as

(11x11x3)x96 = 35K. The second layer (POOL1) has 3x3 filters applied at stride 2. The
output volume size is 27 and the total output volume is 27x27x96.
VGG model, which was proposed by Oxford Robotics Institute was made with a depth

of 19 layers. VGG has a stack of 3x3 filters replacing the 11x11 and 5x5 of AlexNet, with
stride 1 and 2x2 max pool with stride 2 and demonstrated through rigorous experiments
that the simultaneous positioning of 3x3 filters can have the same effect of the larger size

of filters. Use of the small size filters also help in reducing the number of parameters
required for computation and have a low complexity [11]. VGG places 1x1 filters in

between the convolutional layers to regularize the complexity of network and additionally

learn a linear combination of the resultant feature maps [11]. For tuning purposes of the
network, max pooling layer is placed after the convolutional layer in VGG and padding

was performed to maintain the spatial resolution. Despite small size filters, VGG still has
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a high computational cost as it uses about 140 million parameters. But as we go deeper in
the VGG network, more non-linearities are introduced in the data and parameters are

decreased per layer.
ResNet, which is by far the most efficient CNN architecture with a depth of 152 layers

and researches are still going on to extend it up to thousand layers is more than 20 times

deeper than AlexNet and 8 times deeper than VGG. ResNet clearly displayed less
computational complexity than previously proposed architectures [11]. ResNet got 3.5 of

7% top 5 error with 152-layer model for ImageNet. It gained 28% improvement on the
COCO image recognition benchmark dataset. ResNet is made up of stacked residual blocks
as explained in section 5.2.1 where every residual block in ResNet has two 3x3 conv layers.

The number of filters is doubled periodically and with a stride of 2, it is down-sampled
spatially. There is an additional convolution layer at the beginning and no fully connected

layers at the end. For networks that are more than 50 layers deep, ResNet uses bottleneck
layers similar in order to improve efficiency. Within each block, it has 1x1 convolution
filter, that first projects it down to a smaller depth. For example, if there is a 28x28x256
input, its projecting depth is taken down to get 28x28x64 using 64 filters. Next, the 3x3

convolution is applied only on 64 feature maps. Again, 1x1 convolution is applied which
projects the depth back up to 256. This makes the total number of operations as roughly

600k. ResNet also uses batch normalization after every conv layer.
Figure 21 below shows the winners of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
challenge (ILSVRC) challenge over the years where ResNet had 3.6% top 5 error rate [43].
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Figure 21: ILSVRC challenge error rates 2010-15 [43]
Figure 22 below compares the computational complexity of various CNN models [43].

As seen from this figure, the x-axis is the number of operations and the y-axis is the top 1%
accuracy, so the higher is better. The circles become bigger with more memory usage.
VGG has the highest memory consumption and the greatest number of operations are
performed in VGG. AlexNet has the lowest accuracy. Even though it’s relatively smaller

to compute as it’s a smaller network, but it’s not very memory efficient. ResNet, on the

other hand, is in the middle of VGG and AlexNet in terms of memory consumption and
number of operations performed but has the highest accuracy [43].
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Figure 22: Computational complexity of CNN models [43]

The next chapter discusses the experimental results and evaluation for The Framework
and its comparison in terms of accuracy to other models developed with similar and

different CNN models.
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

6.1 Datasets used for The Framework
COCO dataset is

“...[t]lie state-of-the-art in object recognition by placing the question of object
recognition in the context of the broader question of scene understanding. This is
achieved by gathering images of complex everyday scenes containing common
objects in their natural context. Objects are labeled using per-instance
segmentations to aid in precise object localization. Our dataset contains photos of
91 objects types that would be easily recognizable by a 4-year-old. With a total of
2.5 million labeled instances in 328k images, the creation of our dataset drew upon
extensive crowd worker involvement via novel user interfaces for category
detection, instance spotting and instance segmentation.” [13]

As mentioned in chapter II, the image dataset used to evaluate the model in The
Framework is Common Objects in Context (COCO) 2014 [14]. It is provided by Microsoft

and is most widely used. COCO dataset has half a million images which are divided into
training, validation, and test sets. It has 82,783 images for training dataset and 40,504

images for validation dataset. For question and answers, The Framework uses VQA 1.0
dataset [32]. It also consists of human annotations for the training and validation sets where
each annotation is a 10-15 words with 5-7 annotations per image. For most of experiments,

training data was set to be the train set and the results are validated and reported from the
validation set. The results were also taken from test set to compare them with the prior
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work done. VQA 1.0 data set uses images from the COCO data set [14]. For question and
answers, there are three questions per image. For every question, there are ten labelled
answers by human annotators [4]. Table 1 below shows the number of questions and

images available in the VQA dataset. There are 3129 answer label classes, 443757 training
questions and 214354 validation questions in the data set.

Mode

Training

Validation

Testing

Images

82783

40504

81434

Questions

443757

214354

447793

Answers

443757

214354

-

Table 1 : Number of questions and images in VQA dataset

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
The Framework is modeled as an open-ended task or multiple-choice questions, where
the questions are open ended or as a multiple-choice task. For multiple-choice types of
questions, simple accuracy can be used as an evaluation metric as there can be a single

right choice. For open-ended questions, it is imperative that the ground truth answer and
the predicted answer matches exactly. As simple accuracy metrics do not produce good
results, there are various other different evaluation metrics proposed to evaluate open-

ended visual question answering problems to find accuracy of different types of questions

[15]. Wu-Palmer Similarity (WUPS) [24] measures the difference between the predicted
answer and the ground truth based on their semantic meaning. In VQA 1.0 Dataset, there
are ten ground truth answers which are annotated by human for every question [15]. The

metric used for evaluation is given by [15]:
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ACCURACYVQA = min (1, n/3)
where n = number of annotators that marked same answers as The Framework. Figure 23

below presents a table to compare various evaluation metrics proposed for VQA [15].
Cons

Pros

Simple
Accuracy

• Very simple to evaluate aud
interpret
• Works well for small number
of unique answers

• Both minor and major errors
are penalized equally
• Can lead to explosion in num
ber of unique answers,
• especially with presence of
phrasal or sentence answers

Modified
WUPS

• More forgiving to simple vari
ations and errors
• Does not require exact match
• Easy to evaluate with simple
script

• Generates high scores for an
swers that are lexically related
but have diametrically opposite
meaning
•Cannot be used for phrasal or
sentence answer’s

Consensus
Metric

• Common variances of same
answer could be captured
• Easy to evaluate after collect
ing consensus data

• Can allow for some questions
having two correct answers
• Expensive to collect ground
truth
• Difficulty due to lack of con
sensus

Manual
Evaluation

• Variances to same answer is
easily captured
• Can work equally well for sin
gle word as well as phrase or sen
tence answers

• Can introduce subjective opin
ion of individual annotators
• Very expensive to setup and
slow to evaluate, especially for
larger datasets

Figure 23: Comparison of different evaluation metrics for VQA [15]

6.3 Data Preprocessing
The question text was first preprocessed by tokenizing the questions by checking for
missing values, removing stop words and punctuations, lemmatization, splitting them into
individual words and converting all the text in lower-case. The distribution of the question

lengths is plotted as shown in figure 24, to pad the question tokens so that the input
sequences to LSTM are of the same length [30]. The maximum question length is fixed at
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15 as there are hardly any questions exceeding that length. Questions with length less than
15 are padded before being passed as an input to the embedding layer.

Length of questions

Figure 24: Distribution of the length of the questions from the training set [30]

6.4 Model Training
The Framework uses ResNet model with 152 layers, pretrained on the ImageNet dataset

[25] for image feature extraction. l2 normalization is performed on the third dimension of

depth on the last block of ResNet before the final sub-sampling layer of 14x14x2048
dimensions is considered. D = 300 vector dimension is the representation of the question

embeddings. The non-linearity function tanh is applied to the question embeddings before
passing them as input to LSTM. Total 512 residual channels are present. The batch size
during the training is kept as 64 on total of 50 epochs. The learning rate is 0.001 and Adam

optimizer is used to optimize the model. The dropout value of the convolutional layers and

fully connected layers is set to 0.6.
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6.5 Training Result
The below table 2 shows the accuracy numbers recorded for The Framework after
training the model for 50 epochs with the above-mentioned configuration.

Model

Accuracy

ResNet + LSTM without attention

46.63%

ResNet + LSTM with attention model

59%

Table 2: Percentage Accuracy for The Framework
Figure 25 below is a graphical representation of the output accuracy for ResNet model
with LSTM versus ResNet model with LSTM and attention model. The highest accuracy

without the attention model for 50 epochs run is 46.63%. The highest accuracy recorded
after combining the existing model with attention network increases to 59% for the same
50 epochs run.

Comparison for ResNet + LSTM (with and without attention)

1

6

11

16

21

26

ResNet + LSTM + attention

31

36

41

46

ResNet + LSTM

Epoch

Figure 25: Comparison for ResNet + LSTM (with and without attention)
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Table 3 shows a comparison of The Framework with prior researches on COCO and

VQA 1.0 Dataset using a similar model of ResNet with LSTM and attention model. The
authors of [20] mention that all the baseline input images were scaled while preserving

aspect ratio and center cropped to 299x299 dimensions. The rest of the parameters and

image dimensions are the same. The authors of [19] on the other hand developed a multiple
layer Stacked Attention Network which progressively queries an image to generate answers
multiple times, with the rest of the methodology same as The Framework. The authors of

[39] reasons about the question in a hierarchical fashion via a 1-dimensional CNN.
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Model

Accuracy (%)

Resnet + LSTM + attention [20]

59.76

Resnet + LSTM + attention [19]

57.2

ResNet + LSTM + Question-attention [39]

54.8

The Framework (ResNet + LSTM +
attention)

59

Table 3: Comparing accuracy of The Framework with other ResNet+LSTM+attention
models

Figure 26 below shows the graphical representation of the accuracy comparison of The
Framework compared to prior work done with attention model.

Accuracy (%)

Figure 26: Comparison of The Framework to prior work done with attention model

Table 4 shows a comparison of The Framework with prior researches on COCO and
VQA 1.0 Dataset in Visual Question Answering systems.
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Model

Accuracy (%)

CNN + LSTM [26]

52

ResNet + LSTM [27]

51

LSTM + VGG [32]

54.1

Resnet + bytenet [15]

60

Resnet + LSTM + attention [20]

59

Resnet + LSTM [33]

58

VGG + LSTM + attention [4]

58.9

The Framework (ResNet + LSTM +

59

attention)

Table 4: Comparing percentage accuracy of The Framework with prior work

Figure 27 below shows the accuracy comparison of The Framework compared to other
prior work done and indicates that the accuracy with attention model proves to be amongst

the better model out of all.
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Accuracy (%)

Figure 27: Comparing accuracy of The Framework with other models

The results show the comparison of The Framework with other researches and prior

work done in similar area to develop a VQA system. A separate comparison of attention
based models has been presented and a separate comparison with other image identification

models is done using VGG and byteNet models. The results indicate that the attention
model developed in The framework proves to be amongst the better models in terms of
accuracy when compared with prior work.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

7.1 Conclusion
The methodologies to build a Visual Question Answering system using question
attention-based deep neural network were studied. The study explored the research in
building a Visual Question Answering system using deep learning algorithms based on

CNN for image recognition and LSTM networks for NLP for question analysis for

generating attention. The research considers the visual question answering task as a
classification problem [15]. For a given input image and a textual question in natural
language, the model developed in this research estimates the most likely answer from a

fixed set of answers basing it and matching it from the contents of the image. The model
uses a deep residual network (ResNet), an advanced CNN model to compute the image

features, and LSTM, a special type of RNN to compute question embedding combined with
an attention mechanism to focus on important parts of the input image features and a

classifier is used to generate textual answer probabilities over a given set.

The Framework offers an effective method that can be applied to various image
recognition tasks. Its challenges and future directions in the field of Visual Question
Answering system were investigated and discussed. Two challenging tasks to build a
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Visual Question Answering system for image identification and sentence processing were
discussed with ResNet architecture for image feature extraction, and Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) network for question processing. The attention-based method to combine
the outputs from these two components were applied to get the final answer prediction in

VQA.
Prior to using deep residual networks with LSTM and attention model, experiments
were carried out using deep residual networks with LSTM for generating answers in
Natural Language. From the results in the previous section, it was observed that using

ResNet with LSTM and attention model answer generation resulted in a significant
increase in the accuracy when compared to the model not using attention model. Some

experiments for question processing were also performed by replacing long short-term
memory unit (LSTM) with ByteNet and results were compared for accuracies.

7.2 Future Work
By building The Framework, the various concepts, advantages as well as limitations of
multiple CNN models were explored, which is essential to leverage its potential with the

goal of developing strong knowledge-base and skill set in machine learning and deep

learning networks. The Framework can also be extended to answer open-ended questions
on multiple images at the same time. Having said that, the possibility of extending The
Framework to video question answering system can also be explored, whose application

can be seen in the field of video surveillance systems and crowd surveillance systems.
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APPENDIX

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Specification

Value

Machine Name

Bigdata Windows Server 2016, Ubuntu
bigdata1 server, Ubuntu bigdata2 server

Operating System

Ubuntu 16.04

Processor

Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-5820K CPU @ 3.30GHz

Graphic Processing Unit

GP102 [GeForce GTX 1080 Ti]

RAM (Memory)

64 GB

Programming Language

Python 2.7

Tensorflow

1.3.0

Other Libraries

Theano (Numerical computation), Keras
(Neural Network Library), OpenCV (Computer
Vision), DLib (Data mining and machine
learning techniques)
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